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MESSAGE FROM THE KSMO RA

Make time for creativity
ANDI OSIEK, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

I feel so energized by this organization.
Our new Regional Team is enthusiastic
about the new opportunities that the
recent merger of Kansas and Missouri
will bring. Former RAs, Sue Gallion and
Kim Piddington, have shared in that
excitement as they have tirelessly supported
our transition. Our volunteers are full of
ideas and ready to grow their support of
our members. We are even seeing a burst in
new members – who we are excited to
welcome into our community.
With all of this, I am reminded of how
grateful I am to belong to such a creative
network of supportive individuals. This
craft can be a lonely, frustrating
experience if you let it be. By immersing
yourself in the opportunities that
SCBWI provides, you will find so much
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inspiration from others.

For many years, I have struggled to make
time for my illustration and writing. As a
mom, student, freelance designer and
regular volunteer… I was tired. My days
were filled with to-do lists – and sadly,
none of them were truly making me happy.
I decided I needed to make a major
change. I have been calling myself a
“pre-published” illustrator for a long time.
However, I finally admitted to myself that
art was not the priority that it needs to be
in my life. I missed creativity.
But where to start?

The first major step for me was learning
to say no. I always carry a lot of guilt
when I feel that I have disappointed
someone. It was a revelation for me when
I noticed that I felt like I was saying no
to myself every time I said yes to
someone else. After ending contracts with
a couple clients and quitting one of my
volunteer positions, I was able to reclaim
a lot of my time.
Next, I began to say yes to things which
could fuel my creative side again.
Accepting a position as Kansas /
Missouri’s Co-Regional Advisor was one
of those things. For years, conferences and

workshops have been an amazing source of
energy and inspiration for me. Now, as I
participate in the planning of these events
and communicate with our members daily,
I am entrenched in the community that
has always supported my work.
Next, I focused on embracing
imperfections and having fun. I had
grown bored with the style I was working
in and realized that was a huge part of
the problem. I was uninspired. I began to
pay close attention to the illustrations and
stories that made me feel joyful. I began
experimenting with injecting some of
those color palettes, lines, and textures
into my own work. I began writing PB
manuscripts with quirky words and
phrases. I started keeping a daily
sketchbook. I began to create more art
with my daughter. All of these things
have helped me let go of my tendency to
self-criticize and have allowed me to
simply enjoy the process of being creative.
I am already feeling a lot of momentum
and my creativity is quickly returning. I
look forward to the meeting all of you at
the events we are planning over the next
few years. I know that you will all bring
me a lot of energy and I hope to inspire
you in some way too. It feels wonderful.

ANDI OSIEK, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Andi Osiek lives in Webb City, MO with her husband, 8-year-old
son and 4-year-old daughter. They fill her days with inspiration,
are often her most challenging critics and are always her biggest
supporters. She earned her degree in Illustration at UCM in 2002,
and has worked as a freelance designer and illustrator since
2009. Most of that work is in website development for nonprofit
organizations / technology startups which makes her a great fit
in her added role as Kansas / Missouri SCBWI’s webmaster. Her
illustrations are created both traditionally and digitally --- and she finds great joy in
creating memorable characters. You can see some of her work at andiosiek.com
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Navigating Critique Groups
BY JESS TOWNES, ARA

One of the many benefits of joining SCBWI is finding a critique
group. Critique groups are more than just a group of people who
exchange work. In a field that requires growth and involves
patience and rejection, critique groups can become a support
team as members collectively navigate the journey to publication
and beyond. However, it takes time to find the right critique
group and energy to learn how to give great feedback to your
critique partners. Here are a few red lights and green lights to
look for in a critique group:

Green Light – Members are all at a similar stage in their
writing journeys. It can be incredibly comforting to commiserate
the search for an agent with a group of writers who are also in
the querying trenches or navigate the pitfalls of school visits with
other recently published authors. Writers who are working on
their very first manuscripts can share the resources they have
found useful in learning about storytelling or pacing or character
development, while established authors can share in the stress of
impending deadlines.

Red Light – Members are all at a similar stage in your writing
journeys – the starting line. I know, I just said that being at a
similar stage is a green light. However, a group of beginners still
learning the basics of storytelling may not recognize issues in
someone else’s work. If you are a new writer, try to find a group
of both beginning and seasoned writers. Another way to balance
blind spots for a beginning critique group is to bring in a mentor,
or to use a critique form to guide comments.
Green Light – Members have defined the expectations for their
group. Some critique groups meet monthly in person, others
meet regularly online. Some groups take turns, with each writer
having a week of the month to submit, and others are more
loosely defined. There are not hard and fast rules for organizing
your critique group, but it is important that all members are
aware of what the expectations are for your particular group and
agree to them.

Green Light – Members are able to identify problem areas in
manuscripts in constructive and honest terms. Comments like, “I
don’t understand this section” or “I can’t tell the difference
between these two characters when they speak” offer a stronger
guiding point for writers than “I don’t like this part” or “Love!”
That’s not to say your feedback should never include praise - by
all means, let your fellow writers know what is working - but
feedback that is specific and honest will help your critique
partners grow.

Red Light – Members only offer praise. There’s no such thing as
a flawless manuscript, and even published books are subject to
harsh scrutiny. If you are in a critique group that only lavishes
your work with praise, it’s going to be hard to grow. Ask for more
direct feedback, and then be open to receiving it.
Green Light – Members leave the group more inspired,
energized or understood than when they arrived. Not every
meeting will leave you with new ideas and inspiration, but a
good critique group is one you want to return to, and one that
more often than not leaves you feeling inspired for the journey
ahead.

Whether you already have a fantastic critique group or you are
looking for one, Critique Across Kansas/Missouri is right around
the corner and is a great way to meet more children’s writers and
illustrators in your community. Keep an eye out for emails and
check our website for more information! If you are looking for a
full-time critique group in our region, check out this list of
groups: http://ksmo.scbwi.org/ksmo-critique-groups/. If you’d like
to start your own critique group, reach out to our regional
critique group coordinator, Polly McCann at pollymadison@
gmail.com
JESS TOWNES, ASSISTANT RA

Red Light – Members spend all of the time together critiquing
work. Yes, the purpose of a critique group is to share feedback,
but critique groups also offer a great opportunity to share
resources that will help you all grow as writers or to simply
commiserate and share news.

Jess Townes currently serves as the Assistant Regional Advisor for the KSMO
region. She is a children’s writer and a
regular contributor at All the Wonders.
She lives in Wentzville, Missouri with her
ukulele-strumming husband, two insatiably curious boys, a shoe-stealing dog,
and two cats. jesstownes.com.

Mentorship Program
The 2018 mentorship focus is nonfiction or fiction Picture Books. Our mentor is the wonderful PB author, Ann Ingalls.
Application for the Ellen Dolan Mentorship for Writers is open to any current Kansas/Missouri SCBWI member not
published in PB. Applications are screened by a panel of judges, with three chosen to submit for blind review to
the mentor. The winner will work with the mentor for one year on a mutually agreed upon project. The winner will
also receive a scholarship covering registration cost to the Kansas/Missouri SCBWI conference in 2017.
When: .We will be accepting applications from May 1st until June 30, 2017
Cost: .Free to SCBWI Kansas and Missouri members

For more info go to ksmo.scbwi.org/2018-mentorship/

One Way to Stay Motivated
BY PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR

Is your writing gaining momentum this year, or do you find
yourself falling behind? One way to jump-start your writing is to
look at contests for children’s writers and illustrators. Not feeling
very confident? Here are a few perks of entering a contest besides
winning that grand prize.
1. It’s a great motivator. You have a deadline, which
motivates you to get that manuscript submission ready. If yours is
a novel or longer piece of work, you’re more likely to end up at
that place where you just can’t quit!
2. You follow guidelines, which is great practice at following
rules to the letter. If your manuscript is too long, or strays from
the guidelines, it’s automatically rejected.
3. Your manuscript might catch the attention of an editor
or an agent who is one of the judges. And they just might ask you
to submit it to them. Then they might like it enough to want to
publish it in their magazine, or by their publishing company!
To check out the many contests and grants available to you as a
member of SCBWI, log in at www.scbwi.org. Then click on
‘Awards & Grants’ to view the complete list along with all the
details. Following are some of the SCBWI Grants and Awards
that are still open for submission this year.

Golden Kite Awards
The Golden Kite Awards recognize excellence in children’s
literatures in five categories: Young Reader and Middle Grade
Fiction, Young Adult Fiction, Nonfiction, Picture Book Text, and
Picture Book Illustration. The book submitted must be published
in the previous calendar year. Individuals and publishers can
submit for the Golden Kites. Self-published books are eligible;
however you may enter your book in either the Golden Kite or
the Spark Award, not both. Applications for the 2018 awards are
accepted between July 1, 2017 and December 5th.
Mid-List Author Grant
Critically acclaimed children’s book author Jane Yolen created
this grant to honor the contribution of mid-list authors. The
grant awards $3,000 to mid-list authors and aims to help raise
awareness about their current works-in-progress. Jane was the
first SCBWI Regional Advisor and currently sits on the SCBWI
Board of Advisors. To enter you must be a current who has
published at least two PAL books, but has not sold anything for
at least five years. Deadline: Applications are due November 1.

Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry Award
The Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry Award recognizes and encourages
the publication of an excellent book of poetry or anthology for
children and/or young adults. This award is given every three years
to a book of poetry originally published in English. It can be a book
by an individual poet or poets or an anthology. Verse novels are not
eligible nor are narrative story-form picture books. Deadline: March
1, 2019 (for books published in 2016, 2017 and 2018)

SCBWI member – writer, artist, or photographer – is eligible
during the year of original publication. In the case of coauthored work, both authors must be SCBWI members.
Deadline: Entries must be postmarked on or before December
15th of the year of publication.

Emerging Voices Award
“SCBWI established the On-The-Verge Emerging Voices Award
in 2012 with funding from Martin and Sue Schmitt of the 455
Foundation. The grant was created to foster the emergence of
diverse voices in children’s books.” Deadline: Applications
accepted between September 15 and November 15, 2017.
Art Spot
Each issue of The Bulletin features a member illustrator and a piece
of their spot art. All SCBWI members are eligible to enter by
submitting one or more spot illustrations following the guidelines.
Each month several runner-up artists will also be selected. SCBWI
retains only the first-time rights, the artist keeps all other rights to
use the art. Submissions are accepted on an ongoing basis.

SCBWI Book Launch Award
“The Book Launch Award provides authors or illustrators with
$2,000 in funds to help the promotion of their newly published
work and take the marketing strategy into their own creative
hands.” Both traditionally and self-published authors are eligible.
PAL and full members are eligible and must have a book with a
publication date during 2017 or 2018. Deadline: July 1, 2017.
Be sure to check the complete guidelines and details on the
SCBWI website. Here are a couple of non-SCBWI contests for
children’s writers.
Writer’s Digest Annual Writing Competition. The contest
includes a category for Children’s/Young Adult fiction. There is a
fee to enter, and the early bird deadline is May 5th. See complete
information about the contest on the Writer’s Digest website at:
writersdigest.com/writers-digest-competitions/annual-writingcompetition#categories
Pockets Magazine Fiction Contest. Pockets is a Christian
magazine for children. Submissions are accepted between March
15th and August 15, 2017. See more on their website at: pockets.
upperroom.org/write-for-us/
Don’t forget to check the Markets section of this newsletter since
Rita often lists contests. Get re-motivated! Take a chance, and
see where you go!
Check in at the KS/MO SCBWI website to read our featured
PAL author interview each month. Then click on ‘2016 PAL
Members’ to check out our list of authors with PAL books
published in 2016! The list will remain up for the rest of the year.
PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR

Magazine Merit Award
“The SCBWI Magazine Merit Awards are presented annually
for outstanding original magazine work for young people during
that year. Plaques are presented for fiction, nonfiction,
illustration, and poetry. Honor Certificates in each category are
also awarded.” Every magazine work for young people by an
3
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Peggy Archer’s most recent picture
book, Name That Dog! (Dial), is on the
Accelerated Reader list, and is listed
with Scholastic Book Club. Her picture
book, Turkey Surprise, was a NY Times
bestseller. Originally from northwest Indiana, Peggy and her husband now live in
O’Fallon, MO. peggyarcher.com
SPRING 2017

MEMBER NEWS
Jessica Marie Baumgartner’s next children’s
book, The Golden Rule, will be released on May
23rd from Eleventh Hour Literary Press.

Diego, One Lonesome Cat was recently published by Missouri’s
Jeanne Conway. It is also published in
Spanish, titled Diego, Un Gato Solitario. The
books are published in paperback and ebook
and are available through Amazon,
CreateSpace and Barnes & Noble. Jeanne
Conway’s website is jeanniespaintings.com

P.A. De Voe’s Trapped, a Mei-hua adventure/
mystery, has been nominated for an Agatha Award.
Trapped is the third book in her independently
published historical YA trilogy. Hidden and Warned
are the first two titles in the trilogy. The adventure is
set in 1380 China.

Jody Feldman is very excited to be a part of nErDcampKS this
June and hopes to see some of you fellow nErDcampers there.
Lisa Harkrader is writing two more books in the “How to Be
an Earthling” chapter book series. Planet of the Eggs and
Librarians of the Galaxy will be published in January 2018
by Kane Press. Lisa is also speaking at NerdCamp Kansas
in Hesston on June 6, 2017

Alastair Heim’s second picture book, No Tooting at Tea
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Clarion Books)
was just released on April 4th. The story was
illustrated by Sara Not and tells the tale of a
perfectly proper tea party that goes wrong
when someone keeps breaking the “no
tooting” rule.
Amy Houts’s poem, “A Barnyard Hello,” will appear in the May
issue of Highlights Hello.

Louise A. Jackson recently finished a presentation to fourth
graders at Delaware Elementary School, Springfield, MO, on
“Turning Research Notes into a Written Report” and is soon to
speak to a veteran’s writing group about “Developing Interesting
Characters and Settings.” This latter presentation is the result of
a grant obtained by Joyce Ragland.

Nancy Lewis (Shelton) has a story in Chicken Soup: Inspiration
for Teachers, released April, 2017. The title is “What If I Dropped
That Class?” Book is available at book stores and Amazon.
Patricia A. Miller of Arbela, MO had a nonfiction article, “A
Century of Blossoms” published in the April 2017 issue of
Highlights magazine. It took six years from initial submission to
final publication.

Joe Mohr is writing children’s rock songs for his band
ROBOT+BIKE and they animated their first video (that Joe
illustrated). The video is for a song called “Superfluous” which is
about a town of superheroes and how they are all bored because
since they’re all the same there’s not a lot to do. Here’s the link to
the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T8m_APl6p0 . Joe
also does cartoons for Greenpeace. Greenpeace is currently
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making a short film about free speech and asked Joe to be in it
since, as a cartoonist free speech is important to what he does.
They flew Joe out to L.A., put make-up on him, and filmed him
drawing cartoons for an uncomfortably long time. “It was a
blast!” The movie should be out in mid-May. Joe’s cartoons are
on his Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/JoeMohr-246170232187930/

Publication date for Carol Murray’s new book, Cricket in the
Thicket, is May 9th, 2017. Carol is from
Hutchinson, KS, but is moving to
Kansas City in October of this year.
She is a long-time SCBWI member
and is looking forward to being more
involved in Kansas/Missouri activities.
Her new book is a happy combination
of poetry and non-fiction. Each of the twenty-nine light-hearted
poems is accompanied by a text box at the bottom of the page,
filled with lively and interesting information about the bug, be it
insect, arachnid, or crustacean. There is also factual information
within the poems and in a glossary in the back of the book. The
book is being published by Holt (Christy Ottaviano Books) and
is charmingly illustrated by Melissa Sweet. Please check out
www.carolmurray.net for an exciting book trailer and additional
information.

Cynthia Reeg’s debut middle grade fantasy, From the Grave, is
one of the three finalists for the New Mexico Press
Women’s 2017 ZIA Award. The award will
presented to the winner on April 22 in Las
Cruces, New Mexico. The two other children’s
authors up for the award are Joan Livingston and
Caroline Starr Rose. It was Cover Reveal Day on
April 12 for Cynthia’s Into the Shadowlands (Book
2: Monster or Die). Publisher, Jolly Fish Press/North Star
Editions will release the monsters on October 10, 2017. Beware!

Highlights for Children published Jody Jensen Shaffer’s fiction for
young readers, “The Earth Day Birthday,” in its April 2017 issue.
Dayne Sislen will be giving a presentation at the ShowMe
Writers Master Class in Columbia Missouri on October 29,
2017. The working title of the presentation is: How to find and
work with an illustrator for your self-published children’s book. The
Master Class is a partnership between Columbia Writer’s Guild
and Mizzou Publishing.
Jennifer Sparlin’s self-published young adult novel, The Court
Wizard (pen name J.R. Sparlin), was reviewed in Issue 108 of
Renaissance Magazine. “Overall, Winnifred’s tale has all the
hallmarks of a fun coming-of-age adventure story. She’s
refreshingly less a damsel in distress and more an emerging
leader as she grows up. I’d recommend The Court Wizard to any
pre-teen interested in medieval fantasy novels.”

Mary Wissinger’s debut picture book series, My First Science
Textbook, is now available (Genius Games Publishing) and the
follow-up series Science Wide Open will be shipping out this summer.
Both projects were born on Kickstarter and are in the Top 10 of
Children’s Publishing Projects on the crowdfunding site.
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Member News... cont’d from pg. 4
The Case of the Poached Egg, the second book in the
award-winning chapter book series written by
Robin Newman and illustrated by Deborah
Zemke was released April 6. Published by
Creston Books, the series stars two intrepid mice
detectives, Wilcox and Griswold, in a punny and
funny take on crime in the barnyard.

Bea Garcia: The Curse of Einstein’s Pencil, written
and illustrated by Deborah Zemke, will be out in
early June. This is the second book in the series
picturing the life and adventures of amazing artist,
Bea Garcia, published by Dial. The first book, Bea
Garcia: My Life in Pictures, was named a New
York Public Library Best Book of the Year 2016
and will be released in paperback in June as well. Said Zemke, “I
just got word today from my editor that My Life in Pictures was
named a Best Book by Bank Street College.”

Roberto Penas wins Lee and Low New Voices Award! Kudos
and congratulations to Roberto Peñas, a member of the SCBWI
Kansas/Missouri region, for winning the 2016 Lee and Low
Books New Voices Award! His manuscript, Pedro Flores: The

Toymaker, is a biography of the inventor of the modern yo-yo. In
the early 1900s, Flores emigrated from the Philippines to the
United States, where he pursued an education and his
entrepreneurial ambitions. After reading about a ball-and-stringlike toy in the newspaper, Flores was reminded of a similar toy
from his childhood. He redesigned the toy and named it “yo-yo”
(Tagalong for “come back”). It wasn’t long before the yo-yo
became a popular toy.
Roberto is a second-generation Filipino-American, and he
became interested in Pedro Flores’ story after discovering that
the inventor of the modern yo-yo was Filipino. He has a master’s
degree in Philippine history. Roberto admired the way Flores
valued education and became a successful entrepreneur during a
time when many immigrants worked as agricultural laborers.
Roberto will receive a prize of $1,000 and a publication contract
for the book with Lee and Low. Roberto lives in Olathe, KS.
Established in 2000, the New Voices Award encourages writers
of color to submit their work to a publisher that takes pride in
nurturing authors who are new to the world of children’s book
publishing. For more information, visit https://www.leeandlow.
com/writers-illustrators/new-voices-award

ILLUSTRATOR’S CORNER

Regional Illustrator of the Quarter: Lynn Alpert
BY AMY KENNEY, IC

Allow me introduce you to our
regional illustrator of the quarter,
Lynn Alpert. Lynn is a children’s book
illustrator and graphic designer living
in St. Louis, MO. Lynn has been an
active member of SCBWI for many
years now. Follow her on Facebook to
keep up with her
current illustration
series, Warrior
Women. Also be
sure to check out her website at lynnalpert.
com. And you can find her book Annie the
Scientist at characterpublishing.org/product/
annie-the-scientist. Without further ado,
here is Lynn.

Amy: How did you get started in illustration?
What is your background?
Lynn: I’ve always wanted to earn a living being an artist and
thought the only way to do that was to be a graphic designer. I
loved illustrating, but the thought of being a freelance illustrator
intimidated little ole’ introverted me immensely! So I took the
design path, thinking I could always work my illustrations into
my designs, but that rarely happened.

After submerging myself in the design world for over a decade, I
realized I wasn’t completely creatively satisfied and realized why:
I stopped drawing. I picked up drawing again and while seeking
inspiration on the web, my dream of becoming a children’s
illustrator emerged out of the ashes.
cont’d on pg. 5
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Illustrator Spotlight cont’d from pg. 5

Amy: How did you develop your style and technique?
Lynn: I’m still trying to figure that one out! I think your style
evolves from just drawing and creating all the time. I always have
my sketchbook with me and experiment with different media
there. I follow a lot of artists online to get inspired.
Amy: Describe a typical work day for you.
Lynn: I still work a job as a graphic designer, so I get the ole’
sketchbook out and doodle as I relax after work. Sometimes
nothing gets put on the page, but that’s ok – I’ve stopped trying to
force myself to draw every day and feel guilty if I don’t.
On my days off, I’m either reading, writing, reading about
writing, learning about the storytelling process, or in the process
of creating stories and the illustrations that go with them.
Amy: What are you favorite children’s books of
all time? How about some recent titles?
Lynn: My all-time favorites include Where the Wild Things Are
and Charlotte’s Web.

Amy: Describe
your dream
project.
Lynn: I would love to
work on anything that
can empower girls! I
am currently working
on finding a new story
hook for a book based
on strong women in
history (Chelsea
Clinton beat me to the
concept and title I was
going to use with She
Persisted.) The idea
started with my illustrations in my “Warrior Women” series.

Amy: Any words of advice for folks just starting out in
illustration?
Lynn: Carry a sketchbook with you at all times. When you are
stuck somewhere, think of it as an opportunity to draw from life.
Look at other artists’ work to get inspired, but try not to
compare yourself to others too much.

Create your own projects. Don’t undervalue yourself and work
for nothing or close-to-nothing for someone else’s project, do
your own instead!
AMY KENNEY, ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR
Amy Kenney is a freelance illustrator
and children’s book author based in
Kansas City, MO. Amy earned a BFA in
Illustration and Graphic Design from the
University of Central Missouri. She and
her husband currently live on 20 acres
with one dog, one cat, and way too
many children. amykenney.com

More recent loves in picture book fiction are Extra Yarn by Mac
Barnett and Jon Klassen, Mr. Tiger Goes Wild by Peter Brown,
Flora and Ulysses by Kate DiCamillo and K.G. Campbell. In
picturebook non-fiction, A Boy Called Dickens by Deborah
Hopkinson and John Hendrix and I Dissent: Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Makes Her Mark by Debbie Levy and Elizabeth Baddeley.

Kansas/Missouri Website Banner Contest
Congratulations to
Dayne Sislen, for
winning our first
regional website banner
contest! Her adorable
design will remain on
our website until next
March. Head over to
http://ksmo.scbwi.org to
check out Dayne’s lovely
work. And remember
that it is never too early
to get started on your designs for next year’s contest! Now a word
from Dayne:
I will always be a kid at heart. I love to read children’s books out
loud in all the funny voices. Picture books are my
6

favorites. Illustrating for children has been a dream of mine for a
long time. As I child I spent hours looking at the pictures and
“reading” my books. I wanted to step into the wonderful world I
saw on the pages. As an adult, I love being part of the process that
brings this enchanting world to children and their caregivers.

I worked most of my life as a graphic designer and art director in
advertising and marketing. Nine years ago, I decided to specialize
in illustrating children’s books and products. I work traditionally
in watercolor and digitally using digital watercolor and pastel
brushes. I select the best media to bring each author’s words and
characters to life. Drawing children and animals in a whimsical
colorful style is my passion. l love working with both selfpublishing authors and with traditional publishers.
My website: daynesislendesign.com and my blog:
http://daynesislendesign.wordpress.com

SCRIBBLES
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Illustrator’s Corner... cont’d from pg. 6

Opportunities for Illustrators
Announcing the 2018
Illustration Mentorship Program
Our region is pleased to introduce a new opportunity for
regional SCBWI members. We are starting an illustration
mentorship, to pair with the long standing Ellen Dolan
Mentorship for writers. We are so lucky to have our own
Stephen T. Johnson as our first illustration mentor. Stephen is
a talented artist, teacher, and winner of the Caldecott Honor.
Application for the Illustration Mentorship is open to any
current Kansas/Missouri SCBWI member not published in
children’s book illustration (editorial publication, etc. is
acceptable). The winner will work with the mentor improving
a single illustration over the course of the mentorship. The
mentor will critique the illustration twice during an agreed
upon timeline, not to exceed one year. The winner will also
receive a scholarship covering registration cost to the Kansas/
Missouri SCBWI conference in 2017.
Cost: Free to SCBWI Kansas and Missouri members
When: We will begin accepting applications on May 1st.
Please do not submit materials until this date. Deadline to
apply is June 30, 2017
Register: Email Amy Kenney at ksmo-ic@scbwi.org with the
illustration you would like to work on with Stephen. Please
read and follow these guidelines carefully in order for your
submission to receive full consideration.
1. Your illustration file needs to be sized at 72dpi, and saved as a
jpg. The file name should include your initials, not your name. (e.g.:
AEK_2017mentorship.jpg)
2. Include a brief bio in your submission email that lists publication
credits, professional training, and what you hope to gain from the
mentorship.
3. Submissions should be sent to Amy Kenney at ksmo-ic@scbwi.
org between May 1 and June 30, 2017. Your email subject line
should read “2017 illustration mentorship application.”
4. Failure to follow these guidelines will disqualify your application
from consideration.
About the Mentor Stephen T. Johnson: Stephen T.
Johnson is a highly versatile American artist whose visually
arresting and conceptually rich body of work forges connections
between words, objects and ideas. His art spans a broad range of
concepts, contexts and mediums including painting, collage,
drawing, sculpture and installations and can be seen in museum
and gallery exhibitions, site-specific public art commissions, and
through his original award-winning children’s books.
Much of Johnson’s work is characterized by an interest in the
alphabet and language, which began with his book Alphabet
City, a Caldecott Honor and New York Times Best Illustrated
Book of the Year. His most recent engagement with the
alphabet is his ongoing series of “literal abstractions” which are
the subject of his book A is for Art: An Abstract Alphabet, also a
New York Times Best Illustrated Book of the Year, and featured
in several solo museum and gallery exhibitions.
Johnson’s drawings and paintings are in numerous private and
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permanent collections, including the National Portrait Gallery
at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. and the
New Britain Museum of Art, Connecticut. Solo exhibitions
of his work have been featured at the Memorial Art Gallery at
the University of Rochester, New York; the Katonah Museum
of Art, New York; and the Spencer Museum of Art at the
University of Kansas.
Among his public art are a large mosaic mural at the DeKalb
Avenue subway station in Brooklyn, New York and a 58-foot
long mural at the Universal City Metro Station in North
Hollywood, California.
You can see Stephen’s beautiful work at his website:
stephentjohnson.com.

SCRIBBLES Comic
Starting next quarter, we will include a comic in each
SCRIBBLES newsletter, and we are in need of some local
comic artists. If you are a member of our regional SCBWI,
please submit comics to Amy Kenney at ksmo-ic@scbwi.org.
Comics should be formatted as 1080px by 1080px, and 72 dpi,
so we can also share these on social media. All themes will be
considered eligible, but preference will be shown to comics
related to the making of children’s books. Submit one standalone comic, or a series of up to four comics to be used over
the next year. The deadline for our next newsletter is June 30th,
but any late submissions will be held for subsequent
newsletters. Please submit often!
2nd Annual MIDDLE OF THE MAP Illustration Contest
The 2017 Fall Conference is just around the corner, and we are
in need of an illustration for advertising purposes. The
illustration needs to be 8” by 10”, and centered on the theme of
our conference “Middle of the Map.” We are accepting
submissions now through July 1st. The winner will be notified
by the end of July, and will receive free tuition to the 2017
Kansas/Missouri Fall Conference on November 4th, 2017.
1. Submit a 350dpi .jpg of an 8” x 10” original work of art to
illustrate the conference theme: Middle of the Map. Type may
be included, but isn’t necessary for consideration.
2. The illustration must be original, created by you.
3. Please submit your entry as an email attachment to Amy
Kenney at ksmo-ic@scbwi.org. Submission files should be
labeled with your name (eg: sam_doe.jpg).
4. Include the following in the accompanying email:
• your name
• mailing address
• telephone number
• illustration title (if applicable)
5. Contest is only open to current SCBWI members.
6. DEADLINE: July 1, 2017, by midnight. The winner will
be notified by late July.
The illustration will be used on Fall Conference 2017
programs and will be displayed on the Kansas/Missouri
SCBWI web site (ksmo.scbwi.org), and any regional social
media pages.
cont’d on pg. 8
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Opportunites for Illustrators... cont’d from pg. 7
Traveling Sketchbook
This opportunity is for both authors and illustrators of our
region. We would like to commemorate the merging of Kansas
and Missouri into one fabulous new region with a traveling
sketchbook. This sketchbook will be passed from member to
member throughout the summer. Those who sign up will be
given one week, and one whole spread, to express themselves in
words, images, collages, etc. Pages may be created ahead of
time, and then attached to the book. Participants will then be
responsible for shipping the sketchbook to the next person on
the list. The traveling sketchbook will be displayed at our
regional conference in November, and spreads will be shared on
social media. Space is limited, due to time constraints. If you
are interested in participating, please email Amy Kenney at
ksmo-ic@scbwi.org right away!

Instagram
Be sure to follow our region on Instagram at @ksmo_scbwi We
will be featuring regional members as often as possible. Email
Amy Kenney at kansas-ic.scbwi.org with submissions. Make
sure your work is 1080px by 1080px, and 72dpi. Your email
subject line should be “Instagram submission.” Submit as many
times as you like, but only if you are a member of SCBWI. Be
sure to let us know your Instagram handle, so we can credit
your work and send art directors your way!
Midwest SCBWI Working Illustrators’ Network
If you haven’t already, be sure to join the Midwest SCBWI
Working Illustrators’ Network on Facebook. Either email Amy
Kenney at kansas-ic.scbwi.org and request to join, or search
Facebook for the Midwest SCBWI Working Illustrators’
Network.

Always Keep Your Eyes Out for Opportunities
BY KIM PIDDINGTON

I recently had lunch with a wise man who said this about writing
(and it applies to illustrating, too!) “When you are writing/
illustrating, you are an artist. When you are editing/revising your
work, you are an artist. As soon as your work is published, you
become a small business person.”
I think many of us may find marketing ourselves to be one of the
hardest aspects of the job. One way to help yourself is to join
organizations that can help promote you—and BE SURE to use
ALL the tools they offer to your full advantage.

I’m going to start with an organization you are all familiar with,
SCBWI. It’s not enough to just join. Be sure and fill out your
profile. Upload your artist portfolio or your published book
covers and make sure you are in the member bookstore. Create a
profile for the Speakers Bureau if you plan on doing school visits.
Do you blog? Are you listed on Member Blogs? Take advantage
of programs like Book Blasts and PAL Reading Lists under the
Resource tab on the Homepage. The Book (also under the
Resource tab) contains articles like “Grassroots Book Publicity”
and “1,000 Ways to Promote Your Children’s Book.” Have you
read them?
Have you explored options like Small Publishers, Artists, &
Writers Work? (SPAWN) spawn.org/ or Writers Resource
Center? wrcnoca.com

For those of you that are self-published, joining organizations
like the Independent Book Publishers Association ibpa-online.
org/ may be a viable option. They offer a plethora of discounts,
ideas and support.

Teachers and librarians are members of organizations like the
Assembly on Literature for Adolescents (ALAN ) alan-ya.org, the
International Literacy Association (ILA) literacyworldwide.org,
American Library Association (ALA) http://www.ala.org, and The
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) ncte.org.
At the VERY least you should check out their websites. I’m a
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member of most of these groups and regularly attend events
where I can meet and get to know the gatekeepers of the
educational market. You never know when a connection you
make at ANY conference or function will end up being helpful.

If you type in “How to market my book” on Google, you will find
more articles. Here are just a few that came up on my search:
“89+ Book Marketing Ideas that Will Change Your Life”
authormedia.com/89-book-marketing-ideas-that-will-change-yourlife
“10 Tips for Marketing Your Book” iuniverse.com/Resources/
Book-Marketing-Self-Promotion/10TipsForMarketingYourBook.
aspx

“71 Insanely Useful Book Marketing Ideas for Self-Publishers”
http://authority.pub/useful-book-marketing-ideas

“71 Ways to Promote and Market Your Book” yourwriterplatform.
com/promote-and-market-your-book/
In today’s world, you must shoulder the responsibility for getting
the word out about your book. Your ability to do it successfully
can even affect future book deals because no publisher is a fan of
lackluster sales! So, dust off your smile, wade through your
contacts and leads, and be tenacious. You spent a lot of time and
effort creating “your baby.” Don’t let it slip away into obscurity.
KIM PIDDINGTON
Kim Piddington, a former educator of
middle grade children, currently serves as
the Co-Director for Youth Programs at the
Ozark Writing Project and is on the board
for The Missouri Center of the Book. Her
novel Momma Don’t Own a Machine Gun
won first place in the Pike’s Peak Writer’s
Fiction Contest, Children’s Category.
She is a member of ALAN and several
local writing groups and is represented by Lori KilKelly at
Rodeen Literary Management. kimpiddington.com.
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Five Questions for Clare Vanderpool and
Vanderpool Scholarship Information
BY SUE GALLION

well. That magical moment when a character starts to speak. A
surprise in the story that I didn’t know until I saw the words
appear on the page. The awards I’ve received add some pressure
but my editor gave me some great advice years ago that I’ve held
onto. She said, every time you sit down to write another book it’s
all about falling in love with those new characters. So I keep
trying to fall in love.

After Wichita native Clare
Vanderpool won the Newbery Medal,
the Kansas region established the
Clare Vanderpool Work of Promise
conference scholarship in her honor.
The first scholarship was awarded in
2012 to Jennifer Sparlin. Other
winners are Traci Osborn, 2013;
Randi Hacker and Gwendolyn
Conover, 2014; Dana Jackson, 2015;
and Elizabeth Reimer, 2016.

Beginning this year, with the merger of the
Kansas and Missouri regions, any current
SCBWI member in Missouri or Kansas is
eligible to apply for this annual scholarship for
writers. Each winner receives free conference
tuition and a critique from the faculty member
of the winner’s choice. A synopsis of the
winning manuscript also is distributed to the
conference faculty.

Lindsay Hanson Metcalf is coordinating this year’s scholarship
application process. Applications will be accepted from June 1 to
June 30. Applications are judged on marketability and readability.
Each year, a three-person panel is chosen from PAL members
and SCBWI leaders outside the region. For more information
and for this year’s application, see ksmo.scbwi.org.
We checked in with Clare to catch up on what’s new with this
award-winning PAL member:

Sue: It’s been six years since your debut novel, Moon
Over Manifest, won the Newbery Medal. Your second
novel, Navigating Early, was a 2014 Printz Honor Book.
You’ve had an amazing career already! What are
some of the things that have changed for you during
this time?
Clare: A lot has changed and a lot has stayed the same. We told
our kids from the get-go, ‘you still have chores, you still have to
do your homework, we still shop at Target,’ etc. Having said that,
one of the really fun and amazing things after winning a
Newbery Medal is you get invited to speak lots of places. I’ve had
wonderful opportunities to travel all over the country and abroad
to speak to young readers in schools and literary festivals, and
adult audiences at conferences for teachers, librarians, booksellers
and writers. I’ve gotten to take my sons on this trip and the girls
on that trip so it has been a great way to spend some really fun
time with all of them. The main thing that has stayed the same in
my writing life is the writing. I’m still faced with the blank page,
and the flashing cursor, and not knowing what happens next. I
still have the same fears of whether or not I can actually write
the story that is forming in my head. All the same challenges
that every writer faces. Fortunately, the same joys are there as
9

Sue: When you spoke at the Kansas conference in
2012, you gave a memorable talk about the
importance of place in your work. What would you
share about place with your fellow Midwestern writers
and illustrators?
Clare: Whenever I introduce myself at an event, I tell three main
things. I’m a mom, I’m a writer, and I’m from Kansas. I include my
geographic center because place is important to me in my life and
in my writing. As a kid I traveled a lot with my family. We had a
Holiday Rambler travel trailer and every summer my dad would
map out a three week vacation where we would explore a region of
the country. By the time I was twelve or thirteen, I had been to
every continental state. I enjoyed these trips, seeing all the sights
our country has to offer, but I especially enjoyed coming home.
Having lived my life in pretty much one zip code, I love all the
familiar places where stories and memories abound. And for me,
there is a memory around every corner. What I really value is how
those memories that are rooted in very ordinary people and events,
reveal themselves as extraordinary in looking back, in the retelling,
in the context of my life. I think that’s a big part of storytelling.
Finding the extraordinary within the ordinary. I also describe
Kansas as a place with wide open skies, a place for big dreams and
big possibilities. That has certainly been true for me.

Sue: What have been some highlights from the
past several years?
Clare: Certainly, having a scholarship established in my name
by the Kansas SCBWI has been a great honor and highlight.
Whenever I have the opportunity to speak at an SCBWI event, I
am always taken back to when I was the aspiring writer in the
audience, listening to the talks, taking notes, enjoying the
creative community, and just trying to soak it all up. I enjoyed
and valued all of those workshop and conference experiences and
am thrilled that someone else will get to have a scholarship to
attend one of the incredible SCBWI events. I usually send a
congratulatory note with a signed book for the recipient of the
Work of Promise award and ask that they send me a copy of
their book when it hits the shelves! There is a lot of talent out
there, and SCBWI is a great place to have that talent
acknowledged and nurtured.
Other highlights:
• W hen my daughter Grace saw the cover of Moon Over
Manifest and put her hands to her face saying, “Oh, mom! I
want to read that book!”
cont’d on pg. 10
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Five Questions for Clare Vanderpool... cont’d from pg. 9
• Going to my daughter Lucy’s Battle of the Books competition
and hearing her buzz in with the correct answer, “Moon Over
Manifest by Clare Vanderpool,” and watching her turn to me
with a huge grin.
• W hen my son Paul got a C on his Moon Over Manifest book
report in high school. Actually, it wasn’t really a highlight but it
makes for a good story.
• One other highlight is coming up next month. I was asked to
give the commencement address at my oldest son’s college
graduation. How cool (and scary) is that?

Sue: How do you balance your time and energy
between being an “author” and a “writer”?
Clare: I enjoy all the things that go along with being an author –
the speaking, the travel, getting to talk about books with students
and educators. But the writing is the foundation, and I know that I
need to spend the time doing the same thing I did before I was
published. Find that quiet space – a coffee shop, a bookstore, one
of my college kids’ empty rooms –and sit. And wait. Until that
quiet space opens up on the inside where I can hear my characters
begin to speak and tell their story. I struggle with this because with
three of my kids in college, the house almost seems too quiet. So I
look forward to the “interruptions” when the phone rings or my
text ringtone goes off, or my high-schooler stays home “sick” and
ends up feeling much better just in time to want Panera for lunch.
And I trust that my characters will understand when I stop them
in mid-sentence. Fortunately, I have very understanding characters,
and they always welcome me back, let me settle in with a warmed
up cup of tea and say, “Okay, now where were we?”
Sue: Three tips for our members?
Clare: 1) Do the same thing we tell kids to do: Read, Read,
Read. I learn something from everything I read. Sometimes I
learn what not to do, but more often I gain some insight in how
to establish the right pace in a story, or how to transition from
one scene to the next, or how to reveal the wants and needs of a
character in a subtle, indirect way. And more importantly, I stay

UPCOMING SCBWI KS/MO EVENTS
CRITIQUE ACROSS KANSAS AND MISSOURI
One-time critique groups for authors and illustrators will meet
across both states. Call for critique group hosts will go out in
March. This is a great opportunity for networking and critique.
In 2016, we had more than 25 groups meet.
When: 	June 2-12.
Cost: 	Free, and you may sign up for more than one group.
WORKSHOP: WHAT KIDS WANT
(Part 1 of a 3-part series.)
Ever wish you could wriggle into the mind of a kid and find out
what books they would like to read? We’ve got the next best
thing! A panel of librarians who know what kids and teachers
want to see in their classrooms and on their library shelves.
Come ready to ask questions, brainstorm concepts, and leave
with ideas for your next project.
Librarians - Jill Burkemper, Warrenton School District
Donna Mork Reed, St. Louis County Public Library
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connected to story. Once, years ago, I was doing a big push to
finish the first book I ever wrote. I told myself I wasn’t going to
read anything else until I finished writing my manuscript. It took
another couple of months to finish. I felt so dried up without
nourishing my own story well and I told myself I’d never do that
again. That might also explain why that manuscript is still in the
drawer. Reading is life giving and for a writer it is essential.

2) Study the craft. There are lots of great books available on the
craft of writing, illustrating, and storytelling. As one of my
college professors used to say, “Build your professional library.” I
have a special place for my favorite novels and I have another
special place for my favorite books on writing. Eudora Welty,
Flannery O’Connor, John Gardner, Anne Lamott, Annie Dillard.
They’re all there and they have shared some of their best writing
advice with me. I hope to make them proud.
3) Take advantage of all the wonderful opportunities SCBWI
has to offer. Writing can be a lonely and solitary endeavor.
SCBWI provides wonderful opportunities to meet people taking
part in the same creative efforts. I have always enjoyed my time
at SCBWI events and found a great network of writers,
illustrators, editors, and agents who all value great storytelling. I
also loved the fact that there is no hierarchy in SCBWI.
Published or not, you have a place at the table.
SUE GALLION
Sue Lowell Gallion just finished her 3-year
term as Kansas regional advisor in April.
She was assistant regional advisor of the
Kansas region before that. Her debut
picture book, Pug Meets Pig, came out
in Sep. 2016. The Pug Meets Pig sale was
the result of a manuscript consultation at
an SCBWI conference in 2013. She is an
overnight success, if you consider overnight about 10 years. A
second Pug and Pig book, Pug & Pig Trick or Treat, comes out
in late July. Knowing other children’s book creators through
SCBWI keeps her going in this crazy business.

When: June 10
Where:	F lorissant Presbyterian Church

660 Charbonier Road - Florissant, MO 63033.

Cost: 	Cost per session: $15 SCWI Members, $25 non-

members. SCBWI Members can enroll in all three
sessions ( June, August, and October) for only $35.
* Registration is not yet open for this 3-part series
NOVEL SEMINAR WORKSHOP WITH CYNTHIA LEITICH SMITH
Cynthia is an award-winning and best-selling author and a
faculty member of the Vermont College of Fine Arts MFA
program. This one-day workshop is for writers of MG, Tween,
and YA realistic or speculative fiction. The seminar will be
limited to 15 attendees. Students will exchange up to 12 pages of
a novel manuscript in advance. In-depth discussion, writing
exercise, Q&A. More details to come.
When: July 29 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Where: KU Edwards Campus, Overland Park, KS.
Online registration will open April 3, must be a current SCBWI
member.
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The Lucky Lucky-ness of Luck
BY ALASTAIR HEIM

March 15th, 2014 is a day I will never forget. It began like any
other Saturday, but with one wonderful exception. You see, that
morning, I was fortunate enough to receive an invitation to the
most exclusive, imaginary tea party in town. All of the most
popular household toys and stuffed animals were on the invite
list – Bunny Girl, Cheese Mouse, Real Friend Named Monkey
and, yes, even the time-tattered blankie known simply as Pinkers.
The tea party began innocently enough. There were the usual
pleasantries, plastic snacks and charming chitchat. Napkins were
laid upon laps, tea was poured and everything was progressing
perfectly properly. And that’s when it happened – someone broke
the most cardinal of imaginary tea party rules. Someone
TOOTED.
The hostess remained calm – like a seasoned sailor surviving a
stormy white squall. This was not her first tea party rodeo, nor
was it the first time someone had broken this particular rule.
And with the patient grace of a dame or duchess, she uttered six
words that would forever change my life: “There is NO
TOOTING AT TEA.”
In the summer of 2011, my family had just enjoyed a hearty
lunch from our favorite Mexican restaurant. While racing home
to get my oldest down for a much needed nap, I did what I
always did to keep her awake – I talked to her. Keeping her
awake in the car, you see, was of the utmost importance in our
family. For if she dozed off in her car seat, which she often did,
there would be no nap at home and, in turn, no afternoon break
for Mommy and Daddy. This was not our first car-ride-after-abig-lunch rodeo.

When we were a mile from home, my oldest did something she
hadn’t done before – she started repeating every word I was
saying to her, finding it absolutely hilarious and giggling with
every parrot-like response. And as she did, an idea struck and I
literally blurted out, “When I say I love, you say you.” And thus,
the idea for Love You Too, was born – a story in which we could
both participate. Side note…she took an extra long nap when we
got home. #ParentGoals

Inspiration is a funny-yet-frustrating thing. It’s like lightening
– as fleeting as it is fantastic. You never know when it will strike,
nor can you predict when it will happen again. I’m unable to
conjure inspiration at will, but golly, it would make life SO much
easier if I could. My first two books were the result of being
lucky enough to be in the right place at the right time. Had I not
been invited to that fateful Saturday morning tea party or if my
daughter HAD fallen asleep in the car that day, my first two
books wouldn’t exist.

That being said, simply having an idea does not a story make.
The process of writing each of these two books was very different
from one another. With Love You Too I got lucky. Once I had
the idea of a Daddy and Daughter spending the day together,
finishing each other’s sentences, the story basically wrote itself.
With No Tooting at Tea…not so much. My original concept had
the hostess throwing a tea party for the toys in her playroom.
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When someone TOOTS, she asks Mr. Train, “Did you just
toot?” and then Mr. Owl, and so on. I had three different endings
for the book, too, none of which I was completely thrilled with.
When I sent the manuscript to my agent, she wasn’t absolutely
enthralled either. After an impromptu phone call brainstorm
with her, she suddenly blurted out, “What if it’s a tea party with
her two sisters?” And as luck would have it, that’s exactly what
the story needed to be.
However you, or anyone else, define success in any endeavor –
whether it be a professional athlete being interviewed after
winning a championship, or a writer who finally thinks up an
idea for the next great American novel – luck played an
astronomical part of it. It always bothers me a bit to hear people
say, when asked, that their success was the result of “hard work
and dedication” with no mention of luck. In the context of the
professional athlete, had his or her luck been different when they
were first discovered by a coach or scout, there would be no
championship, nor interviewer asking how they accomplished
such greatness.

The truth is, there are a lot of people putting “hard work and
dedication” into their craft. ESPECIALLY when it comes to
writing and illustrating. To paraphrase the immensely talented
(and very lucky) Mo Willems, those two components are
“non-negotiable.” Before I wrote the first draft of Love You Too, I
had written countless drafts of stories – three years’ worth, in fact
– that will never see the light of day. That’s my own, personal
“hard work and dedication” part. But really, at the end of the day,
I’m just a dude who got lucky. People still say, “dude” right?
The good news for all of us dudes is that luck happens every day.
But, to quote Edna Mode from Pixar’s The Incredibles, “Luck
favors the prepared.” As a writer, I continue to write countless
manuscripts that will never see the light of day. But, I learn
something new every time I do and, every once in a while, a bit
of luck strikes. Including Love You Too, and No Tooting at Tea, I
have six books that will be published over the next two years. To
chalk that up purely to “hard work and dedication” would be
lying. And I don’t want to lie to you.
What I do want to do is to thank you, in advance, for all of the
hard work and dedication you are putting into your own craft
right now. I can’t wait to read, see and enjoy all the fruits of your
inspirational lightening in the future.
And when it comes to LUCK…I wish you the very best.
ALASTAIR HEIM
Alastair Heim is the author of Love You
Too (Little Bee Books), No Tooting at Tea
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Clarion Books)
and the upcoming The Great Puppy Invasion (HMH/Clarion), Hello, Door (Little Bee),
and No Peeking at Presents (HMH/Clarion).
He is represented by Kelly Sonnack of the
Andrea Brown Literary Agency and lives in
Missouri with his wife and three children.
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The Market Place

that bridge differences as does the bridge reflected in its name.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 3/23/17)

COMPILED AND EDITED BY RITA RUSSELL

“Just look at all of us, quietly doing our thing and
trying to matter. The earnestness is inspiring and
heartbreaking at the same time.”

Amy Krouse Rosenthal
– NY Times Bestselling Children’s Books Author

BOOK MARKETS
ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY accepts agented and
un-agented manuscripts and proposals for picture books with a
strong hook, and MG and YA fiction that is memorable. Wendy
McClure, Editorial Manager, loves picture book manuscripts
that offer fresh takes on familiar topics like seasons, holidays, and
concepts. “We’re known for special needs topics, and I tend to
seek out positive stories that support and encourage.” For older
kids, McClure loves contemporary stories, and even historical
stories that have a contemporary feel by way of great characters
and dialogue. McClure is not currently accepting “library-style
biographies, board books, or easy readers. For novels, no swordsand-sorcerers-style high fantasy or magic. No leprechauns, ever.”
To review the full list of titles and submission details, visit the
website http://www.albertwhitman.com. Responds within six
months if interested. (Children’s Book Insider – April 2017
and AlbertWhitman.com)
ANDREWS MCMEEL PUBLISHING (AMP), a leading
publisher of humorous, middle grade children’s books, welcomes
agented and unagented submissions from new authors with new
book ideas. View AMP’s list of titles to see if your manuscript is
a good fit. Successful titles include the Big Nate series and the
Mutts series. To submit, follow the guidelines posted on the
website. (ICL e-news 3/16/17 and AndrewsMcMeel.com)

BAILIWICK PRESS is accepting picture book and young
adult manuscripts that are smart and laugh-out-loud, hysterically
funny. Read their “Aldo Zelnick” comic novel series to see if your
humor matches theirs. Priority will be given to submissions from
author/illustrators. (ICL e-News 3/23/17 and BailiwickPress.com)

Charlesbridge Publishing is expanding into the young adult
market with the September launch of its newest imprint,
CHARLESBRIDGE TEEN. The press will be helmed by
associate publisher and editorial director Yolanda Scott along
with Monica Perez, former executive editor of HMH Books for
Young Readers. Beginning this fall, Perez plans to publish three
to five YA titles a year. Part of Charlesbridge’s mission is to find
new voices, and Perez is especially interested in content from
new writers, diverse writers, and stories that offer diverse
points-of-view or settings. With the addition of the new imprint,
Charlesbridge’s list will inch up from 50 books a year in 2014 to
60 this year, including six to eight adult titles in its Imagine
imprint. Despite the addition of Charlesbridge Teen, the main
focus of Charlesbridge’s list will continue to be picture books
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HARVEST KIDS launches this fall from Harvest House
Publishers, headed by executive v-p and publisher Barb Sherrill.
The imprint is aimed at children aged preschool to 12, and will
offer Bibles, picture books, devotionals, and other faith-based
products and resources. Harvest House already publishes 20-25
children’s books a year, but hopes their kid books will better
connect to retailers and consumers via the dedicated kids’
imprint. The new imprint is arriving amid a wave of growth in
religion publishing for children, according to Sherrill.
“Millennials are starting to raise their children and finding there
are not enough books that reflect their ideals. Our books will
honor women of the Bible, reach multi-generational families,
and introduce new and different people to the market.” Harvest
Kids will launch with A Kid’s Guide to the Names of God by Pastor
Tony Evans, as well as the first book in the new Courageous
Girls series, A Brave Big Sister by Rachel Spier Weaver and Anna
Haggard, which follows the life of Miriam, and a bilingual
edition of Stormie Omartian’s What Happens When I Talk to God.
(PWC Bookshelf 1/26/17)
New Seattle-based independent publisher THE
INNOVATION PRESS is currently accepting unsolicited
submissions: picture books, chapter books, and middle grade
novels for K through 5th grade. Works should be innovative,
imaginative, and inspire creative thinking. From publisher Asia
Citra: “As a former classroom teacher, I have a particular affinity
for books that teach in some way. We love titles that promote
creativity, diversity, laughter, and learning. If you take a close
look, you’ll find that almost all of our 2017 titles are hybrid texts
(a mix between fiction and nonfiction).” View a complete list of
titles on the publisher’s website. The Innovation Press is an
SCBWI PAL Publisher, as well as a member of the Children’s
Book Council. Its titles are distributed worldwide and are
translated into foreign languages. For submission details, visit
http://www.theinnovationpress.com/submissions/
(Tara Lazar’s Blog 4/6/17 and TheInnovationPress.com)

Little Bee is adding fiction to its list with the launch of
LITTLE BEE CHAPTER BOOKS, aimed at readers ages
6–8. Founded in 2014, Little Bee Books is dedicated to
publishing “creative and fun books for busy little bees,” releasing
books in an array of genres, including board and novelty books,
picture books, activity books, and nonfiction. In spring 2016,
Little Bee’s debut list contained just 10 titles. This year, its spring
2017 list has nearly tripled with 28 titles. Some 50 books are
expected in spring 2018. “Our list of originals has been growing
by leaps and bounds, and we decided that moving into chapter
books was a natural progression for us,” said publisher Sonali
Fry. Little Bee will expand its fiction offerings next year with a
new, as yet unnamed imprint focusing on middle-grade and YA
novels. Little Bee does not accept unsolicited manuscripts, but
welcomes artistic submissions via postcards mailed to: Little Bee
Books, Attn: Design Department, 251 Park Avenue South, Floor
12, New York, NY 10010 (PWC Bookshelf 2/28/17 and
LittleBeeBooks.com)
cont’d on pg.13
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NORTHSOUTH BOOKS, an imprint of Canada-based
Ingram Publishing Services, is accepting picture book
submissions from US-based authors and illustrators. Text must
be 1000 words or fewer. Seeking stories with universal themes
handled in a fresh, original way for children ages 3-8. No
rhyming texts, because of difficulty translating rhyming texts
into German. Submit via email to SubmissionsNSB@Gmail.com
with text pasted directly into the body of the email.
(ICL e-News 3/30/17 and NorthSouth.com )

RIPPLE GROVE PRESS is actively seeking submissions from
writers and illustrators with distinctive stories to tell. From the
website: “We are looking for something unique that has not been
done before - an interesting story that captures a moment with a
timeless feel. We are looking for picture driven stories for
children ages 2-6.” Ripple Grove has published current SCBWI
members and is eager to find new talent. Follow submission
guidelines: http://www.ripplegrovepress.com/submissions/ (SCBWI’s
Blueboards 3/27/17 and RippleGrovePress.com)
SCHWARTZ & WADE BOOKS, a Penguin Random House
imprint, publishes mostly picture books, and accepts unsolicited
picture book manuscripts and proposals for longer books.
“However, we advise that you first take a look at a selection of
our books to make sure that your submission is a good fit for our
small imprint.” Submit via postal mail to: Schwartz & Wade
Books, Submissions Editor, 1745 Broadway, 10-4, New York,
New York 10019. (ICL e-News 3/16/17)

Florida-based TINY FOX PRESS is open for submissions
through May 31, 2017. Primary focus is in commercial, sci-fi/
fantasy, MG/YA (all genres), military, and bizarre fiction. Will
consider magical realism, historical, and memoir, as well as
non-fiction revolving around science, religion/spirituality, humor,
and skydiving. Note: “Even if The Four Horsemen ride in from
the heavens and smite every other press out of existence, we are
not right for: Mystery (barring something fun like The Hollow
Chocolate Bunnies of the Apocalypse), Suspense/Thriller,
Chic-lit, Romance, Erotic, Chapter Books, Early Readers,
Literary, Short Stories (including collections), Poems or nonfiction not mentioned above.” For a list of titles, visit publisher’s
website. Submission details available at http://tinyfoxpress.com/
submissions/ (SCBWI’s Blueboards 2/24/27 and TinyFoxPress.com)

“We need every kind of story to be out in the
world, because we have every kind of kid looking
for a way to connect. Something for everyone.
There’s room for all of it.”

Kat Shepherd
– Author of the forthcoming “Babysitting Nightmares” series

PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS
Evangelos Vasilakis, formerly of Scholastic, is now
Managing Editor at ABRAMS BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS. Anne Heltzel was promoted to Senior Editor.
Alyssa Nassner was promoted to Art Director.
(Children’s Book Council – February 2017)
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Andrea Hall was promoted to Associate Editor at ALBERT
WHITMAN & COMPANY. “I’m interested in finding books
that stick with me through characters that resonate and look at
life in a different way. I like unique settings, realistic characters,
and books with elements of history, mystery, or humor.”
(Publishers Lunch 4/14/17 and AlbertWhitman.com)
Hayley Wagreich moves up to Editor at ALLOY
ENTERTAINMENT, from associate editor.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 4/5/17)

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS welcomes
Bethany Buck as Editorial Director, effective April 17.
Previously, Buck was editorial director at Sky Pony Press, and
before that she was a literary agent with Sanford J. Greenburger
Associates, and v-p and publisher of S&S imprints Simon
Pulse and Aladdin. At Bloomsbury, she will acquire new
books and oversee the editorial department across all genres and
age ranges. Mary Kate Castellani was promoted to Executive
Editor, from senior editor. Hali Baumstein was promoted to
Associate Editor, from assistant editor. (PWC Bookshelf 4/11/17
and Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves 3/31/17)
At CHRONICLE BOOKS, Ariel Richardson was promoted
to Editor. (PWC Job Moves 3/31/17)
Sarah Dotts Barley is Executive Editor at FLATIRON
BOOKS, moving up from senior editor.
(PWC Job Moves 1/31/17)

Tiffany Liao has exited Razorbill to join HENRY HOLT
BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS as Editor.
(PWC Job Moves 2/23/17)

Sally Morgridge has rejoined HOLIDAY HOUSE as Editor/
Managing Editor. (CBC – March 2017 & Twitter @SMorgridge)
Jessica Echeverria was promoted to Senior Editor at LEE &
LOW BOOKS. (PWC Job Moves 1/31/17)

LITTLE BEE BOOKS has hired Kristin Zelazko as Senior
Editor; she was previously an editor at Albert Whitman &
Company. Also at Little Bee, Jenna Pocius was promoted to
Editor, and Charlie Ilgunas was promoted to Assistant Editor.
(PWC Bookshelf 3/2/17 and 2/2/17)

At LITTLE, BROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS,
Kheryn Callender was promoted to Assistant Editor. In the art
department, Nicole Brown was promoted to Junior Designer.
(PWC Job Moves 3/30/17)

After 13 years with Walker Books Group, Kristen Nobles has
joined PAGE STREET PUBLISHING as Publisher to launch
its new children’s book list. Most recently she was group art
director at Candlewick Press. Nobles is especially interested in
working with author-illustrators to create art-driven picture
books. (PWC Bookshelf 2/9/17 & PL 2/9/17)
Jessica Harriton was promoted to Assistant Editor at
PENGUIN’S RAZORBILL imprint. (CBC – March 2017)
Several promotions at SCHOLASTIC:

Nicholas Thomas was promoted to Editor at ARTHUR A.
LEVINE BOOKS, moving from publishing manager, Chicken
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House and David Fickling Books. Kait Feldman was promoted
to Associate Editor at ARTHUR A. LEVINE, from assistant
editor at Scholastic Press. (PWC Job Moves 3/31/17)
Erinn Pascal was promoted to Assistant Editor at SIMON
SPOTLIGHT. (PWC Job Moves 3/31/17)

At VIKING CHILDREN’S BOOKS, Maggie Rosenthal
moves up to Assistant Editor, from editorial assistant.
(PWC Bookshelf 2/16/17)

“A picture book is terrific if we’ve had to shift
around the furniture in our heads as we’ve
listened, if it has affected us profoundly one way
or another – to laughter or tears, horror or delight,
disgust or dismay, fascination or fright. If a book
makes children laugh, cry, squeal, or wriggle and
jiggle in some way, it takes up residence in their
hearts and stays there.”
Mem Fox – Best-selling Children’s Books Author

AGENT NEWS
Jamie Weiss Chilton was promoted to Senior Agent at the
ANDREA BROWN LITERARY AGENCY.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves 1/31/17)

New Agents Kaitlyn Johnson and Justin Wells of
CORVISIERO LITERARY AGENCY are building their
client lists. Johnson prefers YA, NA, and adult fiction with “lots
of fantasy (yes, that very much includes urban!), time travel,
select dystopian, romance (erotic elements OK), and historical
fiction if it is anything other than Henry VIII.” Contemporary
and upper middle grade stories are welcome if they present
a unique, well-executed concept. LGBT (as well as characters
questioning their sexuality) welcome in all genres. Justin Wells is
looking to represent MG, YA, NA, and adult novels. For middle
grade and young adult, he prefers fantasy, science fiction,
paranormal, adventure, and historical fiction. He would really
like to see submissions for all categories and genres that have
diverse main characters.

Also at CORVISIERO, Agent Cate Hart is open to queries for
MG and YA fiction. In Middle Grade, she accepts all genres, but
is drawn to stories of strong bonds of friendship, or mischief and
adventure. For YA, Hart prefers fantasy, fairy tale and classics
retellings, mystery and thrillers, historical fantasy, and above all,
stories with a strong romantic element. (Guide to Literary Agents
4/3/17 and 2/27/17 and CorvisieroAgency.com)

At the DONAGHY LITERARY GROUP, Agent Amanda
Ayers Barnett is looking for queries of middle grade and young
adult fiction as well as several adult categories. She loves mystery/
thrillers, coming of age novels, and precocious main characters.
But more than anything, she loves an intriguing and well-written
story. (ICL-eNews 4/13/17 and DonaghyLiterary.com)
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Associate Agent Kortney Price of HOLLOWAY LITERARY
is seeking MG mysteries, adventure, and survival stories, and YA
science fiction, historical fantasy, and thrillers with a touch of
magical realism similar. Price has a special interest in
manuscripts that feature characters with special needs. (Guide to
Literary Agents 3/27/17 and HollowayLiteraryAgency.com)

Roseann Wells, Associate Agent at JENNIFER DE CHIARA
LITERARY, invites submissions for character-driven picture
books, especially from author/illustrators, and nonfiction picture
books in STEM, science, arts, and biographies. No interest in
rhyming picture books or overly sweet and sentimental stories.
Open to all genres of YA and MG that showcase a strong
main character and employ unique narrative structures that help
tell the story via unreliable narrators with diverse voices.
(GLA 4/10/17 and JDLit.com)
At RODEEN LITERARY MANAGEMENT, Agent
Lori Kilkelly was promoted to Senior Agent.
(PWC Job Moves 1/31/17)

On February 1, Susan Hawk joined UPSTART CROW
LITERARY as an Agent, exiting the Bent Agency, where she
had also been an agent. (PWC Job Moves 1/31/17)

“It [Water is Water by Miranda Paul] was a
wonderful text to work with because it was openended. The text is descriptive but not prescriptive.
I was free to invent whatever story or images I
wanted to go with it. . . . When I read books, I
want there to be a story. I’m more engaged when
there is a story to follow.”

Jason Chin – Writer & Illustrator

WRITING RESOURCES
DIVERSE AUTHORS & ILLUSTRATORS DATABASE
WENEEDDIVERSEBOOK.ORG is putting together
Diverse Authors and Illustrators Listing, a database of diverse
published children’s book authors and illustrators who would like
to make themselves available for conference panels, speaking
engagements, workshops, festivals, and other events. Diversity is
defined as any author or illustrator with expertise or experience
with marginalized race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, sexual
orientation, gender identification, or religion/faith; or with
disabilities (physical, mental, neurodivergent, etc.) or non-nuclear
family structures. WNDB does not schedule appearances, but
rather makes this database available to event organizers. To be
included in the database, go to https://docs.google.com/
forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScIcSZjGTcA_jGJ8__9bK90O06GYuwfOjjoaC
NG7uLva2mDUg/viewform?c=0&w=1 Event organizers who want
access to the database should email info@diversebooks.org
(CBI – March 2017)
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SCHOOL VISIT BOOT CAMP
Are your school visits awesome or awful? If you’re looking for
surefire ways to wow young minds, visit author Kim Norman’s
website COOLAUTHORVISITS.COM. Kim offers great
advice on making visits more satisfying for you and your
audience. Learn how to plan and organize the appearances, hold
book sales, create presentations, solve tech issues, drum up
promotions, negotiate fees, and even how to overcome stage
fright! Also visit AUTHORBYSTATE.BLOGSPOT.COM
to add your name to Kim’s state-by-state database of authors and
illustrators who do school visits. Registration is free. Note: Kim
does not arrange visits; the purpose of the site is to help
educators find presenters to contact on their own. (ICL e-News
4/13/17 and CoolAuthorVisits.com and AuthorByState.blogspot.com)

“I love children’s books because the best ones
stay with us and become part of our inner lives
into adulthood.”

Wendy McClure, Editorial Manager
– Albert Whitman & Company

MAGAZINE MARKETS
BUMPLES, an interactive online magazine, buys stories for
children 4-10 (up to 2000 words). They specialize in fiction about
kids and animals in all genres – mystery, fantasy, adventure,
sports, poems, and serialized stories. Issues are published
quarterly. They also use illustrators and encourage submissions
from artists looking to build their resume with paid credits.
Full submission details on website. (ICL e-News 2/16/17 and
Bumples.com)
STORYTIME, one of the most widely read British monthly
magazines for kids aged 8 and under, is seeking submissions.
Most of the content is staff-created, but one short story each
month is selected from outside submissions. Stories should be
500-750 words. Pays about $150 US. Visit website for complete
submission details. (EvelynBChristensen.com – Feb. 2017 and
StorytimeMagazine.com)

“We all need some bravery in our lives. Fear of
failure cripples creativity, leaving you staring at a
blank page unable to start. . . So one has to be
brave in order to create. Being brave is being
afraid but doing it anyway. So . . . be brave! Be
strong and be creative!”

Helen Dardik – Illustrator and Designer

CONTESTS
2016 POCKETS FICTION WRITING CONTEST.
Pockets, an inter-denominational devotional magazine for
children ages 6-12, is accepting entries for its annual contest.
While there is no set theme for contest entries, the primary
interest is in stories that can help children deal with real-life
situations. Does not accept stories about talking animals or
inanimate objects. Stories should contain action, use believable
dialogue, be simply written, and be relevant to the problems
faced by this age group in everyday life. Stories must be 750 to
1,000 words and are disqualified if they are shorter or longer
by even a few words. Multiple submissions are permitted.
Material must be previously unpublished. Winner will receive
$500 and publication in the magazine. Submissions deadline:
August 15. No entry fee. For more information, visit
http://pockets.upperroom.org/write-for-us/.
(Children’s Book Insider – March 2017 and Pockets.Upperroom.org)

TWITTER PITCH COMPETITIONS
Twitter pitch contests are a fun, low-pressure way to connect to
editors and agents and find out if they’re interested in your work.
Learn to sharpen your pitch at SubItClub.com https://subitclub.
com/category/contests/ (SubItClub.com)
#Pitmad – Open to all genres. Pitch your manuscript via
Twitter using the #Pitmad hashtag between 8am & 8pm EDT.
Only pitch 3 times per project. Contest details at
http://www.brenda-drake.com/pitmad/ Contest date: June 8, 2017

#PBPitch – Open to picture books ONLY. Pitch your
manuscript via Twitter using the #PBPitch hashtag between 8am
and 8pm EST. For more details, visit http://www.pbpitch.com/
Contest date: June 22, 2017
RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell joined SCBWI in 2009, after
hearing Anna Dewdney sing its praises.
When not writing picture books and chapter
books, the former journalist and television
script writer teaches screenwriting at
St. Louis Community College.
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